In this paper consisting of two parts, we study the integral of a logarithmic differential form on a compact semi-algebraic set in R n or C n . In Part I, we prove the convergence of the integral when the semi-algebraic set satisfies allowability (or admissibility), a condition on the dimension of the intersection of the set and the pole divisor of the differential form.
For examples of such integrals which naturally appear in algebraic geometry, the convergence may be verified by direct methods. On the other hand, one may seek for a general geometric condition for the convergence. Answering this question, the results in this paper, Theorem (3.12) and Theorem (4.4), ensure the convergence under a simple assumption on the dimension of the intersection of the semi-algebraic set with the pole divisors of the form.
In §1, we give a general discussion on the definition and properties of integrals of differential forms on a semi-algebraic set, based on the Lebesgue integration theory. For this we first describe Lebesgue integration of a smooth form on a smooth manifold; this material is included for lack of appropriate reference and for setting up the necessary notation. We then study integration on a semi-algebraic set. Let S be an oriented closed semi-algebraic set of R n , with dim S = m, and let ϕ be a smooth m-form defined on an open semi-algebraic set U of S, which is a Nash submanifold of R n , with dim(S\U) < m. Then one can define the integral S |ϕ| as U |ϕ|, which is a non-negative real number (possibly infinite). When S |ϕ| < +∞ (we then say that S ϕ is absolutely convergent) one can also define the integral S ϕ, which is a real number. For the arguments in §1, some basic results on semi-algebraic sets are needed; we have indicated how they can be derived from known facts found in [BCR] .
In §2, we establish some basic results which will be useful throughout our paper. We first show Proposition (2.5). As a consequence, if S is compact semi-algebraic of dimension m, h : S → R ℓ a continuous semi-algebraic map, and ψ a smooth m-form defined on a neighborhood of h(S) in R ℓ , then the integral S |h * ψ| is finite. (This is an "easy" convergence theorem.) Another consequence of Proposition (2.5) is the Stokes formula: if S ⊂ R n is a semialgebraic set, S = ∆ m as a semi-algebraic set of R n , and ψ a smooth (m − 1)-form defined on a neighborhood of S, then one has δS ψ = S dψ .
Note that it has been known that the Stokes formula holds more generally for sub-analytic sets (see [He] ). See also [OS] for a different approach in the case of semi-algebraic sets.
In §3, which is central to Part I, we consider the following question: Given an oriented compact semi-algebraic set A ⊂ R n of dimension n and a smooth n-form ω defined on an open set of A, under what condition the integral A ω converges?
We assume that ω has only logarithmic singularities along the coordinate hyperplanes. An non-empty intersection of coordinate hyperplanes is called a face. We introduce the notion of allowability for a closed semi-algebraic set A of R n as follows: A is allowable if the intersection of A with any face F has dimension strictly less than dim F . Our main result is Theorem (3.12): If A is compact and allowable in R n , and ω is a logarithmic n-form, then the integral A ω absolutely converges. The proof is outlined at the beginning of §3.
In addition, we consider the slice of A by a coordinate of R n , and study its volume with respect to a logarithmic form. More precisely, for A compact and allowable, let A t = A ∩ {x 1 = t}, the intersection of A with the hyperplane {x 1 = t} for t ∈ R with |t| small and non-zero. Since A t is of dimension ≤ n−1, if ω is an (n−1)-form on R n with only logarithmic singularities, one has the integral At |ω|; we show in Theorem (3.14) that it tends to zero as t → 0.
In §4, we study integrals on semi-algebraic sets of C n . For a compact semi-algebraic set A of C n of dimension m (where n ≤ m ≤ 2n), and for an (n, m − n)-form ω on C n with only logarithmic singularities along the coordinate hyperplanes, we ask when the integral A ω absolutely converges. We define the notion of m-admissibility on A, and when A is m-admissible, we show that the integral converges, Theorem (4.4). The proof consists of reduction to an integral of an allowable algebraic set in R m by means of a change of coordinates (essentially by the polar coordinates) and then applying Theorem (3.12) . Also, as a counterpart of Theorem (3.14), we show in Theorem (4.7) that, for A compact and m-admissible, if A t := A ∩ {|z 1 | = t ≥ |z 2 |} for t ∈ R with |t| small, and ω is an (n, m − n − 1)-form on C n with logarithmic singularities, then At |ω| tends to zero as t → 0. Theorems (4.4) and (4.7) will be effectively used in the proof of of the Cauchy formula in Part II.
We would like to thank Professor T. Suwa for helpful discussions on the intersection theory of semi-algebraic sets; they are incorporated in Part II. §1. Integration on semi-algebraic sets Integration on a manifold. Let M be an m-dimensional oriented C ∞ -manifold (satisfying the second axiom of countability). By an m-form ϕ on M, we mean a possibly discontinuous section of ∧ m T * M, the m-th wedge product of the cotangent bundle of M; thus on each oriented chart U with coordinates (x 1 , · · · , x m ), one can write
where g is a function on U with values in R. We say that ϕ is a measurable m-form if, on each chart U, g is Borel measurable function.
For convenience of the reader, we recall that the σ-algebra B of the Borel measurable sets of M is the smallest σ-algebra containing all open sets. A function f defined on E ∈ B and takes values in R ∪ {±∞} is Borel measurable if for any c ∈ R ∪ {±∞}, the set {x ∈ E | f (x) > c} is in B.
A measurable m-form ϕ is non-negative with respect to the orientation if on each oriented chart U, the function g is non-negative. Let {U α } be a countable covering by oriented charts, and {ρ α } be a partition of unity subordinate to the covering. For each U α , write ϕ| Uα = g α dx 1 ∧· · ·∧dx m where (x 1 , · · · , x m ) are the local coordinates and g α = g α (x 1 , · · · , x m ) is a nonnegative measurable function. For a Borel measurable set E of M, define µ ϕ (E) ∈ R ≥0 ∪ {+∞} as the countable sum µ ϕ (E) = α E∩Uα
where each term E∩Uα ρ α g α dx 1 · · · dx m is the Lebesgue integral of the measurable function ρ α g α on the Borel set E ∩ U α of U α ; note that U α is identified via the local coordinates with an open subset of R m , where the usual Lebesgue integration theory applies. The value µ ϕ (E) is well-defined, independent of the choice of a covering {U α } and {ρ α }; this can be shown using the change of variables formula for the Lebesgue integral.
The set function µ ϕ (E) satisfies the complete additivity: If (E k ) k=1,2,··· is a disjoint family of Borel measurable sets, then
Indeed, setting E = k E k , by the complete additivity of the Lebesgue integral on each U α , one has
Taking the sum over α gives the assertion.
We thus obtain a measure space (M, B, µ ϕ ), where B is the σ-algebra of Borel measurable sets of M. For this measure space we have the usual Lebesgue integration theory, some of which we briefly recall:
• For a non-negative Borel measurable function f defined on a measurable set E, we can define the integral
(The definition will be briefly recalled in the proof of Proposition (1.1). ) We say that f is integrable with respect to
In what follows, we will consider only Borel measurable sets and Borel measurable functions, so we will often drop the prefix "Borel".
• For f a Borel measurable function on E, one has f = f + − f − , where f + (x) = Max(f (x), 0) and f − (x) = Max(−f (x), 0) are non-negative Borel measurable functions. We say that f is absolutely integrable with respect to µ ϕ if f(1.8) Unoriented case. Assume M is not oriented (or even not orientable). Let {U α } be a countable covering by unoriented charts, and {ρ α } be a partition of unity subordinate to the covering. Given a measurable m-form ϕ on M, on each U α , write ϕ| Uα = g α dx 1 ∧ · · · ∧ dx m where (x 1 , · · · , x m ) are the local coordinates and g α = g α (x 1 , · · · , x m ) is a measurable function. For a Borel measurable set E of M, we set
then µ |ϕ| defines a measure on (M, B). In case M is oriented, this coincides with the measure µ |ϕ| defined earlier, which justifies the use of the same notation. In general, however, note that |ϕ| does not have a meaning. If f is a non-negative Borel measurable function taking values in R ≥0 ∪ {+∞} defined on a measurable set E, we have the integral
If f is a measurable function on E, which is absolutely integrable, the integral E f dµ |ϕ| ∈ R is defined.
We have an analogue of (1.1), where g α should be replaced with |g α |; the proof is the same. We also have analogues of (1.4), (2) of (1.5), and (1.6).
As in the oriented case, we will write E |ϕ| for E dµ |ϕ| .
(1.9) By standard arguments one may generalize all of the definitions and results to the case of C-valued forms ϕ and C-valued functions f . For example, (1.3), (1.4), (2) and (3) of (1.5), and (2) of (1.6) hold.
Integration on a semi-algebraic set. Let V be an algebraic set of R n . We say that x ∈ V is a non-singular point in dimension d if there is an irreducible component V ′ of V with dim V ′ = d, such that V ′ is the only irreducible component of V containing x, and x is a non-singular point of V ′ . (See [BCR, Definition 3.3.9 and Proposition 3.3.10] .) If V is an algebraic set of dimension d, then the set of non-singular points of V in dimension d, denoted Reg(V ), is a Zariski open set of V and the complement V − Reg(V ) is an algebraic subset of dimension smaller than d, [BCR, Proposition 3.3.14] . Also, Reg(V ) is a Nash submanifold of dimension d of R n ( [BCR, Proposition 3.3.11] ); for the definition of a Nash submanifold see [BCR, §2.9] .
Let S ⊂ R n be a semi-algebraic set of dimension m. Let V be the Zariski closure of S (so V is of dimension m), and
• S be the interior of S in V .
(1.10) Proposition. The set S reg :=
• S ∩ Reg(V ) is a non-empty open semi-algebraic subset of S, which is a Nash submanifold of R n of dimension m.
Proof. The set S ′ := S ∩ Reg(V ) is a non-empty semi-algebraic subset of dimension m, since
S is an open semi-algebraic set of Reg(V ), S reg is either empty or an open Nash submanifold of V . It thus remains to show that S reg is not empty.
By [BCR, Proposition 2.9 .10], S ′ is a disjoint union of a finite number of Nash submanifolds S ′ i with dimension d i ≤ m. Take an S ′ i with d i = m (there exists at least one); then it is an open Nash submanifold of Reg(V ), so it is contained in S reg , and the assertion is proven.
We call S reg the regular part of S. Note that dim(S \ S reg ) < m.
(1.11) Proposition. Let f : M → N be a surjective Nash map between Nash submanifolds.
(1) There is an open Nash submanifold
(2) Assume further that dim M = dim N = m. Then the map f : f −1 (U) → U of (1) is a local Nash diffeomorphism (i.e., for any point x ∈ f −1 (U), there are open semi-algebraic neighborhoods W of x and U ′ of f (x) such that f | W is a Nash diffeomorphism from W to U ′ ). In particular, if f is a semi-algebraic homeomorphism, then f :
Proof.
(1) This follows from Sard's theorem for Nash maps [BCR, Theorem 9.6 .2], which states that the set of critical values of f is a semi-algebraic set of dimension smaller than dim N.
(2) The differential map is an isomorphism, so the claim follows from the semi-algebraic inverse function theorem [BCR, Proposition 2.9.7] .
(1.12) Proposition. Let f : S → S ′ be a semi-algebraic homeomorphism of semi-algebraic sets of dimension m. Then there exist open semi-algebraic sets
Proof. By (1.10) one may assume that S and S ′ are Nash submanifolds. We conclude by applying (1.11), (2).
(1.12.1) Corollary. Let S be a semi-algebraic set of dimension m and f : S → R be a continuous semi-algebraic function. Then there exists an open semi-algebraic set U of S with dim(S\U) < m such that U is a Nash submanifold and f is a Nash function on U.
be the graph of f , which is a closed semi-algebraic set; the projection p 1 : Γ(f ) → S is a semi-algebraic homeomorphism. By (1.12), there is an open semi-algebraic set U of S with dim(S\U) < m, which is a Nash submanifold, such that p −1 1 (U) is also a Nash submanifold and p 1 : p
is identified with the graph of f 0 , so it follows that f 0 is a Nash map.
(1.13) Let S be a semi-algebraic set of dimension m. We shall define the space of generically defined smooth differential forms on S. Denote by Op(S) the collection of non-empty semialgebraic subsets U of S reg with dim(S \ U) < m, which is a Nash submanifold of dimension m. Note that if U, U ′ ∈ Op(S), then U ∩ U ′ ∈ Op(S). Thus with respect to the ordering
There is also the wedge product map
Suppose that an orientation of S reg is given (we will say for simplicity that S is oriented). If we are given an element ϕ of A m S represented by ϕ ∈ A m (U) for U ∈ Op(S), and a Borel measurable function f on a Borel measurable set E of S, then the restriction f | U ∩E is a Borel measurable function on E∩U. We can thus apply the definition of (1.7) to the Nash submanifold U, the form ϕ and the restriction f | U ∩E , so we have the integral E∩U (f | E∩U )dµ ϕ . By (1.4), this is well-defined, independent of the choice of a representative for ϕ ∈ A m S . Thus we write
If f = 1, it will be abbreviated to E ϕ.
Similarly, for S reg oriented or not, we have the integral E∩U (f | E∩U )dµ |ϕ| and for which we will write E f dµ |ϕ| .
In the above discussion we could have replaced "smooth" forms by "measurable" forms on U; but we will be mainly interested in the former.
(1.14) The space A m S and the integral is a topological invariant in the following sense. Let f : S → S ′ be a semi-algebraic homeomorphism of semi-algebraic sets of dimension m. There exists an isomorphism f
, and represents an element f * ϕ of A m S . Assume further that S and S ′ are oriented, and that f preserves the orientation (on suitable U and U ′ ). Then from the definitions we have
Similarly in the unoriented case, S |f * ϕ| = S ′ |ϕ|. §2. Basic results on integration of semi-algebraic sets
ℓ be an open set containing h(S), and ψ be a smooth m-form on Ω. By (1.12.1) there exists a set U ∈ Op(S) such that the restriction h| U : U → R ℓ is a Nash map. The map h| U : U → Ω is a smooth map, so we can define the pull-back (h| U ) * ψ as a smooth form on U, namely as an element of A m (U). We denote its image in A m S by h * ψ. (If dim S < m, we have of course h * ψ = 0.) When dim S = m, by the previous section we have the integral S |h * ψ|, and if S is oriented, S h * ψ. When dim S < m, we set S |h * ψ| = 0 for convenience.
If T = h(S) ⊂ R l is the image of h, the map h factors as S h − −− →T i − −− →R ℓ , where i is inclusion. Since T has dimension ≤ m, i is continuous semi-algebraic and Ω contains T , the pull-back i * ψ (also denoted ψ| T ) in A m T can be defined.
(2.2) Definition. Let g : S → T be a continuous semi-algebraic map between semi-algebraic sets. Let T 0 = {u ∈ T | g −1 (u) is a finite set} and
which is a non-negative integer. If T 0 is empty (namely if all the fibers have positive dimension), we set the number δ(g) to be zero.
(2.3) Lemma. Let S be a semi-algebraic set of dimension m, {S i } be a finite partition of S into semi-algebraic subsets, and assume given, for each S i with dimension m, a set U i ∈ Op(S i ).
Then there exists a set U ∈ Op(S) such that U ∩ S i ⊂ U i for each S i with dimension m, and such that U is the disjoint union of U ∩ S i .
Proof. Let V = S Zar and V i = (S i ) Zar be the Zariski closures of S and S i , respectively; let I be the subset of those indices i with dim S i = m, and
satisfies the required property.
(2.4) Proposition. Let S ⊂ R n be a semi-algebraic set of dimension ≤ m, and h :
Ω) be as above. For {S i } a finite partition of S into semi-algebraic subsets, let h i : S i → R l be the restriction of h to S i . Then we have
Proof. Let U i ∈ Op(S i ) be such that h i is a Nash map from U i to R ℓ . One takes U ∈ Op(S) satisfying the conditions of the previous lemma. By definition we have
Since U is the disjoint union of U ∩ S i , we have
For each i,
by (1.4), proving the proposition.
(2.5) Proposition. Under the assumption (2.1), we have
Proof. (i) Let {T i } be a finite partition of T into semi-algebraic subsets and
be the restriction of h to S i . Then we claim that the inequalities as stated for h i 's imply the inequality for h. Indeed, by (2.4) we have
where f * was defined in (1.14), hence
For the proof of the proposition, take a finite partition {T i } of T into semi-algebraic subsets and semi-algebraic homeomorphisms h −1 (T i ) ∼ → T i × F i over T i for some algebraic sets F i (see [BCR, p. 221, Theorem 9.3.2] ). By (i) we have only to prove the inequality for each h i : S i → T i ⊂ R ℓ . Thus assume that there exists a semi-algebraic homeomorphism S → T × F over T . By (ii) we may assume that S = T × F and the map S → T is projection p :
is zero since i * ψ = 0 for dimension reasons. Thus the integral of |h * ψ| on S is zero, and the inequality holds.
If dim T = m, then F consists of a finite number of points {P j }, and the restriction of p to U j = T × {P j } is the identity map on T ; thus we have
so the stated inequality (indeed equality) holds.
When S is compact, the integral S h * ψ absolutely converges:
(2.6) Theorem. Under the assumption (2.1), assume that S is compact. Then the integral
Proof. Let 1 × h : S ֒→ R n × R ℓ be the semi-algebraic inclusion obtained as the product of the inclusion S → R n and the map h. Then h
we will assume that h is the inclusion to its ambient space, and ψ is defined on an neighborhood of S.
The form ψ is a finite sum of the forms
where a is a smooth function defined on a neighborhood of S. By (2) of (1.5), one may assume
Since a is bounded on S by compactness, it is enough to consider the case ψ = dx 1 ∧ · · · ∧ dx m . Let q : S → R m be composition of the inclusion with projection R n → R m to the first m coordinates, and apply the proposition to q and ψ = dx 1 ∧ · · · ∧ dx m . We obtain
and the integral on the right hand side is finite since q(S) is compact so its Lebesgue measure in R m is finite.
(2.6.1) Remark. An analogous statement for a smooth manifold S with boundary is false. More precisely, let S be a compact m-dimensional manifold with boundary, and let S ֒→ R n be a continuous embedding which is smooth on the interior
• S and on the boundary δS of S. For ψ a smooth m-form on R n , the integral
For the proof of the Cauchy formula, and for the proof of the next proposition, it is convenient to state a consequence of (2.5) as in the following proposition. Note that, if f is a continuous semi-algebraic function, then df ∈ A 1 S .
(2.7) Proposition. Let S be a compact oriented semi-algebraic set of dimension m, and a, f 1 , · · · , f m be continuous semi-algebraic functions on S, so a df
Proof. We obviously have
Applying (2.5) to the map f and the form
verifying the assertion.
, Ω an open neighborhood of the image of H, and ψ a smooth m-form on Ω. For t ≥ 0, denote by h t : S → R ℓ the restriction of h to S × {t}. Then we have
Proof. By Theorem (2.6), we know that for each t, S h * t ψ is absolutely convergent. One may assume that the image of H is contained in Ω, and ψ = c dx
We will examine each term in the sum.
. Also we have a map, for i = 1, · · · , m,
and its restriction h i,t = H i | S×{t} : S → R m ; we have δ(h i,t ) ≤ δ(H i ). For the first term in the sum, we have by the previous proposition
where a denotes the sup norm of a function on S, and vol is the Lebesgue measure in R m . One has δ(h 0,t ) ≤ δ(H 0 ), a(x, t) S → 0 as S is compact, and vol(h 0,t (S)) is bounded by vol(H 0 (S × [0, 1/2]) ) for t ≤ 1/2; thus the first term tends to zero.
For the other terms, we have
Hence the terms also tend to zero.
Recall that ∆ m is a compact semi-algebraic set of R m defined by x i ≥ 0 for i = 1, · · · , m and x i ≤ 1. We equip ∆ m with the same orientation as R m . We say that a continuous semi-algebraic map h : ∆ m → R n is facewise smooth if the restriction of h to the interior of any face is a smooth map.
It can be proven that any compact semi-algebraic set S ⊂ R n allows a semi-algebraic triangulation such that the inclusion of each simplex in R n is facewise smooth.
(2.9) Theorem. Let S = ∆ m and h : S → R ℓ be a continuous semi-algebraic, facewise smooth map; let ψ be a smooth (m − 1)-form defined on an open neighborhood of h(S) in R ℓ . Denote by i : δS ֒→ S the embedding of the boundary of S. Then we have the identity (the Stokes formula):
Proof. For 0 ≤ t < ρ = 1/(m + 1), let
be the map given by r i (x, t) = (1 − (m + 1)t)x i + t. Then r is a continuous semi-algebraic map, the restriction r t = r|S × {t} is a semi-algebraic homeomorphism from S to S t , and r 0 is the identity map.
For t > 0, the embedding S t ֒→ R n is a smooth map, so h * ψ is a smooth form on S t , a manifold with corners. (This is where we use the assumption of facewise smoothness. So we only need that the map i be smooth on the interior of S.) By the Stokes formula for a smooth form on a manifold with corners, we have
Since r t : δS → δ(S t ) is a diffeomorphism of manifolds, the left hand side of (*) equals
Consider the composition of the maps H :
As for the right hand side of (*), since S t is increasing and ∪S t =
• S, by Lebesgue's monotone convergence theorem we have
as t → 0, and
. Integrals on allowable semi-algebraic sets
We begin by introducing some notation. For integers 0 ≤ p ≤ n, let R n = R p × R n−p be Euclidean space with coordinates (r 1 , · · · , r p , x p+1 , · · · , x n ). The first p coordinates and the last n − p coordinates will play different roles. Let H i = {r i = 0} for 1 ≤ i ≤ p. A face is the intersection of some of the H's; thus a face is of the form H I = ∩ i∈I H i for a subset I of {1, · · · , p}. We include R n as a face. A face H I has induced coordinates, given by r i , i ∈ I, and all of x p+1 , · · · , x n ; thus
Note that H 1 ∩ · · · ∩ H p is the smallest face, and its dimension is n − p.
For m ≤ n, by an m-form with logarithmic singularities (or just a logarithmic m-form) on R n , we mean a smooth m-form defined on R n − (∪H i ) which can be written
where the sum is over the sequences 1
also written vol(A; ω), which is a non-negative real number (possibly +∞). We will study when it is finite (then we say that A ω is absolutely convergent).
The line of argument leading to the main theorem of this section, (3.12), is as follows. We shall first the notion of allowability and (almost) strict allowability.
(1) We show Theorem (3.7), which states that an allowable semi-algebraic set can be made, by a succession of "permissible" blow-ups, almost strictly allowable.
(2) Given an almost strictly allowable compact semi-algebraic set A in R n = R p × R n−p , one shows: after an appropriate linear change of variables in (x p+1 , · · · , x n ), the projection map
, when restricted to A, has finite fibers. See (3.8.1).
(3) When this finiteness property for projection pr 1 holds for A, one can prove the absolute convergence of A ω. See (3.10) and the proof of (3.12.1).
(4) Let A be an allowable compact semi-algebraic set in R p × R n−p . Combining (1)- (3), it follows that the integral A ω is absolutely convergent. This is Theorem (3.12).
Let C ⊂ R n be a closed semi-algebraic subset. We denote by C Zar the Zariski closure of C. The dimension of C is, by definition, the dimension of its Zariski closure: dim C = dim C Zar .
(3.1) Definition. Let C be a closed semi-algebraic subset of R n . We say C is allowable with respect to a face
. We define C to be allowable in R n if it is allowable with respect to any proper face of R n .
(3.2) Definition. Let C be a closed semi-algebraic subset of R n . We say C is strictly allowable with respect to a face F if (C ∩ F ) Zar does not contain any face.
The set C is defined to be almost strictly allowable (resp. strictly allowable) in R n if C is strictly allowable with respect to any proper face (resp. any face including F = R n ). Note that if C is strictly allowable in R n , then dim C < n. But a set C with dim C = n may be allowable or almost strictly allowable.
(3.3) Basic properties. (1) It is clear that if C is strictly allowable with respect to a face F , then it is allowable with respect to F .
Also, if C is strictly allowable in R n , then it is almost strictly allowable in R n ; if C is almost strictly allowable in R n , then it is allowable in R n . (2) If C is strictly allowable with respect to F , and F ′ is a face contained in F , then C is also strictly allowable with respect to
Thus C is almost strictly allowable in R n if it is strictly allowable with respect to any codimension one face of R n , and it is strictly allowable in R n if it is strictly allowable with respect to F = R n . An analogous statement for allowability is false: if C is allowable with respect to a face, it may not be allowable with respect to a smaller face.
(3) From the definition, C is allowable (resp. strictly allowable) with respect to F if and only if C ∩ F is allowable (resp. strictly allowable) with respect to F .
Thus, if C is contained in a proper face F , C is strictly allowable in R n if and only if C is strictly allowable in F . Because of this we often do not mention the ambient space of C for the condition of strict allowability. (The corresponding statement does not hold if we replace strict allowability with allowability or almost strict allowability.) (4) If C ′ is a closed semi-algebraic subset of C ⊂ R n , allowability or (almost) strict allowability for C obviously implies the same for C ′ . If C is the union of closed semi-algebraic subsets C 1 and C 2 , then allowability or (almost) strict allowability for C 1 and C 2 implies the same for C.
(5) Assume C is an algebraic subset of R n . We say that C meets the faces properly if for each face F , dim(C ∩ F ) ≤ dim C + dim F − n. If C meets the faces properly and if dim C < n, then C is strictly allowable.
We will also need to consider semi-algebraic sets of blow-ups of R n , as well as the extended notion of allowability. Denote by S the Euclidean space R n as above. By a permissible blow-up of S we mean the blow-up of a face. Thus it is of the form µ = Bl Σ :S =R n → R n , where Σ is a face of codimension ≥ 2. OnS we have the strict transforms H ′ i of H i for 0 ≤ i ≤ p, and the exceptional divisor E, which form a normal crossing divisor. Thus onS again one has the notion of faces (note the minimal faces are of dimension n − p) and permissible blow-ups. Iterating this we have a succession of permissible blow-ups
where µ k+1 is the blow-up of a face Σ k of S k−1 . TheS is a real algebraic variety (in the sense of [BCR, Definition 3.2.11] ). OnS one has the notion of faces; the minimal faces are of dimension n − p. There is a coordinate chart containing each minimal face.
SinceS is a real algebraic variety, there is the notion of semi-algebraic sets ofS (see [BCR, p. 64] ); note that a set is semi-algebraic if and only if its intersection with each chart is semi-algebraic. For a closed semi-algebraic set C ⊂S, one can define the notion of (strict) allowability with respect to a face and (strict or almost strict) allowability inS in the same manner as for R n . The basic properties above hold true without any change. We add another property to the list: (6) A set C ofS is allowable (resp. strictly allowable, resp. almost strictly allowable) if and only if for each chart U, C ∩ U is allowable (resp. strictly allowable, resp. almost strictly allowable) in U.
Indeed, for a face F , C ∩ F is the union ∪(C ∩ U ∩ F ) for the charts U ofS, thus
Hence follows the assertion for allowability.
To show the assertion for strict allowability, note that
where Zar on the left means the Zariski closure in U. It follows that if (C ∩ F ) Zar contains a face Σ, then for a chart U such that U ∩ Σ is non-empty, (C ∩ U ∩ F ) Zar contains the face U ∩ Σ. Conversely, if (C ∩ U ∩ F ) Zar contains a face of the form U ∩ Σ, then (C ∩ F ) Zar ⊃ U ∩ Σ, and taking the Zariski closure in F gives (C ∩ F ) Zar ⊃ Σ.
(3.4) Lemma. Let µ :R n → R n be a succession of permissible blow-ups. Let G be a face of R n and let F = µ(G).
(
(2) If C is strictly allowable with respect to F , then µ −1 (C) is strictly allowable with respect to G.
(3) If C is strictly allowable (resp. almost strictly allowable) in R n , then µ −1 (C) is strictly allowable (resp. almost strictly allowable) inR n .
Proof. One has an obvious inclusion
The assertions (2) and (3) follow from (1).
Let k be an infinite field and S = Spec k[x 1 , · · · , x n ] be affine n-space over k. Let 0 ≤ p ≤ n be a given integer. For i = 1, · · · , p let H i = {x i = 0} be a coordinate hyperplane. As in the real case we have the notion of faces and permissible blow-ups. The following result is due to [Bl] (in case p = n).
(3.5) Theorem [Bloch] . Let V ⊂ S be a closed subvariety, not contained in any H i for i = 1, · · · , p. Then there is a permissible blow-up µ :S → S such that the strict transform of V iñ S meets the faces properly.
Proof. We indicate how to modify the proof of Theorem (2.1.2) in [Bl] (which is the case p = n).
If µ :S → S is a succession of permissible blow-ups, one has distinguished prime divisors onS that form a normal crossing divisor, and minimal faces are of dimension n − p. Let B S be the full subcategory of S-schemes whose objects are permissible blow-ups µ : T → S. For each T in B S we have the set of minimal faces V(T ) , and define V to be the inverse limit of V(T ) as T varies over B S ,
One has projection pr T : V → V(T ). With this one has:
(3.5.1) Lemma. For any v ∈ V, there is an object µ :
The proof is parallel to that for Lemma (2.1.2.1) in [Bl] except we modify the argument as follows.
Let V be a prime divisor given by f (x 1 , · · · , x n ) = 0. We can view f as a polynomial in
) . By the same argument as in loc. cit., one shows that there is an object µ : T → S such that the strict transform of V has equation f ′ having a non-zero constant term c(x p+1 , · · · , x n ); in other words V ′ meets the faces properly.
A closed semi-algebraic set of R n = R p × R n−p (or of a permissible blow-up of R n ), which is of dimension < n and almost strictly allowable, can be made strictly allowable by a succession of permissible blow-ups: (3.6) Proposition. Let S ′ → R n = R p × R n−p be a succession of permissible blow-ups, and B be a closed semi-algebraic subset of S ′ with dim B < n, which is almost strictly allowable in S ′ . Then there is a succession of permissible blow-ups µ :S ′ → S ′ such that µ −1 (B) is strictly allowable.
Proof. Step 1. We first consider the case S ′ = R p × R n−p . If B is contained in an H i , then B is strictly allowable by assumption, so the assertion trivially holds (with µ = id). Thus we assume B ⊂ H i for each i.
Let V = B Zar , which is an algebraic subset ⊂ H i , and apply (3.5)(with k = R). There is a succession of permissible blow-ups
where µ k+1 is the blow-up of a face Σ k , such that the strict transform V ′ of V meets the faces properly; thus V ′ is strictly allowable inR n by (3.3), (5). Let B ′ is the closure in the Euclidean topology of µ −1 (B ∩ U), where U ⊂ R n is the largest open set over which µ is an isomorphism. Since B ′ ⊂ V ′ , B ′ is also strictly allowable.
One has clearly
where E varies over the exceptional divisors of µ. We claim that each µ −1 (B) ∩ E is strictly allowable. Indeed if G is a face of E, then µ(G) is a proper face of R n , thus B is strictly allowable with respect to µ(G); by (2) of (3.4) it follows that µ −1 (B) ∩ E is strictly allowable with respect to G.
Since each subset in the union (3.6.a) is strictly allowable, µ −1 (B) is also strictly allowable inR n .
Step 2. We consider the general case. To each minimal face c of S ′ there corresponds a chart U c = R p ×R n−p . By Step 1, there is a succession of permissible blow-ups µ c :Ũ c → U c such that µ We take a succession of blow-ups µ :S ′ → S ′ that dominates all µ c (see [Bl, Corollary (1.2 
.2)]). Then µ factors asS
Thus by (6) of (3.3), µ −1 (B) is strictly allowable in any chart of µ −1 (U c ). This being the case for all c, µ −1 (B) is strictly allowable in any chart ofS ′ ; by the "if" part of (6) of (3.3), µ −1 (B) is strictly allowable inS ′ .
(3.7) Theorem. Let A be a closed semi-algebraic subset of R p ×R n−p which is allowable. Then there is a succession of permissible blow-ups µ :R n → R n such that µ −1 (A) is almost strictly allowable.
Proof. We give a slightly generalized statement. Let S ′ → S = R n be an object of B S (the notation as introduced in the proof of (3.5) ) and A ⊂ S ′ be a closed allowable semi-algebraic subset. For an integer d with 0 ≤ d ≤ n − 1, consider the following claim.
(Claim) d : For any such S ′ and A, there is a succession of permissible blow-ups µ :S ′ → S ′ such that the inverse image µ −1 (A) is strictly allowable with respect to each face G ofS ′ with dimension ≤ d.
For S ′ = S = R n and d = n − 1, this is the statement of the theorem. If d ≤ n − p, the dimension of the minimal faces, then (Claim) d obviously holds with µ = id, since allowability and strict allowability are equivalent with respect to a minimal face. We will show (Claim) d by ascending induction on d.
Assume (Claim) d−1 holds, so there is a succession of permissible blow-ups µ :S ′ → S ′ satisfying (Claim) d−1 . Rewriting S ′ forS ′ , and A for µ −1 (A), one may assume that (3.7.a) A is strictly allowable with respect to each face of dimension ≤ d − 1. Assume that A is not strictly allowable with respect to a face F of dimension d. The set A ∩ F in F satisfies the assumption for Proposition (3.6). Indeed dim(A ∩ F ) < dim F by allowability and A ∩ F is strictly allowable with respect to each face F ′ F by (3.7.a). It follows that there is a succession of blow-ups ν F :F → F with centers Σ k in F (or in its strict transform) such that ν −1
be the succession of blow-ups of S ′ with the same centers Σ k as for ν F . The restriction of ν tõ F coincides with ν F , so ν −1 (A) ∩F is strictly allowable; thus ν −1 (A) is strictly allowable with respect toF .
If G is a face ofS ′ of dimension d such that dim ν(G) = d and A is strict allowable with respect to ν(G), then by (2) of (3.4), ν −1 (A) is strictly allowable with respect to G. Also, ν −1 (A) is strictly allowable with respect to each face G such that dim ν(G) < d, by assumption (3.7.a) and (3.4).
Let n(S ′ ; A) denote the number of faces F of dimension d such that A is not strictly allowable with respect to F . Then the above argument shows
Iterating this process, we find a succession of blow-ups µ :Ŝ ′ → S ′ with n(Ŝ ′ ; µ −1 (A)) = 0, thus µ −1 (A) is strictly allowable with respect to all faces of dimension ≤ d.
Let A be a closed semi-algebraic subset of R p ×R n−p with p < n. For a point (c p+1 , · · · , c n−1 ) of R n−p−1 , consider the linear change of variables
Then A is viewed a subset of R p × R n−p with variables (r 1 , · · · , r p , x
n → R n−1 be the projection to the first n − 1 coordinates (r 1 , · · · , r p , x p+1 , · · · , x n−1 ), let pr 2 : R n−1 → R p be the projection to the first p coordinates (r 1 , · · · , r p ), and let pr = pr 2 pr 1 : R n → R p be the composition. For A strictly allowable, we have the following finiteness result for the map pr 1 restricted to A. (For p = 0 and A an algebraic set, this is a well-known proposition in algebraic geometry.) (3.8) Proposition. Let A be a strictly allowable compact semi-algebraic subset of R p × R n−p , p < n. Then there exists an open neighborhood V of the origin in R p and a non-empty Zariski open set W of R n−p−1 satisfying the following property:
For any point (c p+1 , · · · , c n−1 ) of W, perform the change of variables indicated above. Let pr −1 2 (V ) ⊂ R n−1 and A V = A ∩ pr −1 (V ) ⊂ R n , so that one has a commutative diagram
Then the fibers of the induced map pr 1 : A V → pr −1 1 (V ) are finite sets.
Proof. Note first that the assertion is obvious if A ∩ H 1 ∩ · · · ∩ H p is empty. For then the image of A by the projection pr to R p does not contain the origin; taking a neighborhood V of the origin disjoint from the image of A, the assertion obviously holds.
Thus we will assume A∩H 1 ∩· · ·∩H p is non-empty. By the strict allowability, A Zar does not contain the face H 1 ∩· · ·∩H p . Since A Zar is the intersection of the zero locus of the polynomials f (r 1 , · · · , r p , x p+1 , · · · , x n ) that vanish on A, there exists a polynomial f such that A ⊂ Z(f ) and f (0, · · · , 0, x p+1 , · · · , x n ) is not zero as a polynomial in (x p+1 , · · · , x n ).
Write
where m = (m p+1 , · · · , m n ) varies over multi-indices, a m (r 1 , · · · , r p ) are polynomials, and
m , the homogeneous of degree j part with respect to x. One has f (r, x) = j f j (r, x). Note that a linear change of coordinates (LC) is compatible with the decomposition f = f j and also with the substitution r 1 = · · · = r p = 0.
Since
is not zero as a polynomial and vanishes on a non-empty set, its homogeneous degree d with respect to x is positive. (Note d may well be strictly smaller than the homogeneous degree of f (r, x) with respect to (x p+1 , · · · , x n ).) There is thus a non-empty Zariski open set W of R n−p−1 such that for any (c p+1 , · · · , c n−1 ) ∈ W, the corresponding change of variables (LC) renders the coefficient of x 
2 ({0}), take its neighborhood U(T 0 ) as above. Since the set pr 1 (A) ∩ pr −1 2 ({0}) is compact, one can cover it by a finite number of such neighborhoods; let U be the union of them. Then U is an open set of R n−1 containing pr 1 (A) ∩ pr −1 2 ({0}), such that for each T ∈ U, f (T, x n ) is a non-zero polynomial in x n .
The set pr 1 (A) − U is compact and its image pr 2 (pr 1 (A) − U) is a closed set not containing the point 0. So
is an open neighborhood of 0, and 
Then the fibers of the induced map
Proof. For each i, A ∩ H i is strictly allowable in H i . We apply the proposition to A ∩ H i , so there exist sets V i and W i with which the conclusion holds for A ∩ H i . We have only to take V = ∩V i and W = ∩W i .
We recall here the notion of slicing from [BCR, section 2.3] . Let X = (X 1 , · · · , X n ), and let Y be another variable. Given a set of polynomials [BCR, Theorem 2.3 .1] asserts that there exists a partition of R n into a finite number of semi-algebraic sets A 1 , · · · , A m and, for each i = 1, · · · , m, there is a finite number of continuous semi-algebraic functions on A i , ξ i,1 < · · · < ξ i,ℓ i such that:
(i) For each x ∈ A i , the set {ξ i,1 (x), · · · , ξ i,ℓ ℓ i (x)} coincides with the set of roots of those polynomials f 1 (x, Y ), · · · , f s (x, Y ) that are not zero polynomials.
(ii) For each x ∈ A i , the signs of f k (x, y), k = 1, · · · , s, depend only on the signs of y−ξ i,j (s),
More precisely, this means the following. For each i and j = 1, · · · , ℓ i , let
be the graph of ξ i,j and, for j = 0, · · · , ℓ i ,
(by convention, ξ i,0 = −∞ and ξ i,ℓ i +1 = +∞). Then the sign of f k (x, y) is constant on each G(ξ i,j ) and (ξ i,j , ξ i,j+1 ). (Here, the sign of a real number a is defined by sign(a) = +, 0, − according as a > 0, = 0 or < 0, respectively. ) The partition together with a set of functions, (A i ; ξ ij ), is called a slicing of the set of functions f 1 , · · · , f s with respect to the variable Y . Now assume given a closed semi-algebraic set A of R n = R p × R n−p with p < n. For simplicity, write r = (r 1 , · · · , r p ) and x ′ = (x p+1 , · · · , x n−1 ). Let (A i ; ξ i,j ) be a slicing, with respect to x n , of a set of functions defining A. Then A is the union of some of the graphs of the functions ξ i,j and some of the sets of the form
(If j = 0 interpret the condition as −∞ < x n ≤ ξ i,1 (r, x ′ ), and similarly for j = ℓ i .)
Let A be a closed semi-algebraic subset of R p × R n−p with p < n. We say that A satisfies Condition (F) if the following holds:
(F) For a small ρ 0 > 0, let V 0 = {(r 1 , · · · , r p )| |r i | < ρ 0 } be an open neighborhood of the origin in R p . Then for each i = 1, · · · , p, the restriction of the projection pr 1 ,
(see the paragraph preceding (3.8) for notation) has finite fibers.
(3.9) Proposition. Let A be a (not necessarily closed) semi-algebraic subset of R p × R n−p with p < n, satisfying the two conditions: (i) The closureĀ of A is compact satisfies Condition (F).
(ii) There are a semi-algebraic set B of R n−1 = R p × R n−p−1 and continuous semi-algebraic functions ξ, ξ ′ defined on B, such that ξ < ξ ′ at each point of B and
We then have:
(1) For any point
where the left hand side means the limit as Q ∈ B tends to P .
(2) For ρ with 0 < ρ < ρ 0 , let V = {|r i | < ρ} be a smaller neighborhood of the origin. For each i = 1, · · · , p, and for any ǫ > 0, there is δ with 0 < δ < ρ 0 such that
(1) Step 1. We show that, for any continuous semi-algebraic function f :
For the proof, first note that the compactness ofĀ implies that the functions ξ and ξ ′ are bounded. So the compositions ξ 1 := ξ • f and ξ 
and the latter is a subset of A; thus [ξ 1 , ξ ′ 1 ] is contained inĀ. Since the fiber of P of the projection from [ξ 1 , ξ
, and sinceĀ satisfies (F), one must have ξ 1 (0) = ξ ′ 1 (0).
Step 2. We show the assertion of (1). If it were false, there exists ǫ > 0 such that the semi-algebraic set
contains in its closure the point P . By the curve selection lemma ([BCR, Theorem 2.5.5]) there is a continuous semi-algebraic map f :
This contradicts the assertion proven in Step 1.
(2) Assume that the assertion was false. There is ǫ > 0 and a sequence of points Q n ∈ B ∩ pr −1 2 (V ) with r i (Q n ) → 0 and (ξ ′ − ξ)(Q) ≥ ǫ. By compactness ofB, there is a convergent subsequence Q n ′ , which converges to a point P ∈B. Then one necessarily has P ∈B ∩ pr −1 2 (V 0 ) ∩ {r i = 0}. But by (1), there is δ > 0 such that for any Q ∈ B with |Q − P | < δ, one has (ξ ′ − ξ)(Q) < ǫ. This is a contradiction.
Let A be a semi-algebraic subset of R p × R n−p with p < n such thatĀ is compact. Define a function on (
where T ∈ R n−1 varies over the points mapping to (r 1 , · · · , r p ) by the projection pr 2 : R n−1 → R p , and pr 1 : R n → R n−1 is the first projection. SinceĀ is compact, v(A|x n ; (r 1 , · · · , r p ) ) takes finite values, so v is a bounded semi-algebraic function in (r 1 , · · · , r p ). We will give an estimate for this function, assuming Condition (F) onĀ.
(3.10) Proposition. Let A be a semi-algebraic subset of R p × R n−p with p < n, such thatĀ is compact and satisfies Condition (F). Then there exist 0 < ρ < Min(ρ 0 , 1) and C, α > 0 such that for any (r 1 , · · · , r p ) with 0 < |r i | < ρ, one has
Proof. Taking a slicing (A i ; ξ i,j ) of A, we can assume that A is either the graph G(ξ i,j ) of a function ξ i,j or a set of the form [ξ i,j , ξ i,j+1 ] for 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ i −1. In the former case, v(r 1 , · · · , r p ) = 0, so the assertion is obvious. We will thus assume A is of the latter form. Consider the function on |r 1 | < ρ defined by
where (r 2 , · · · , r p ) varies over points with |r i | < ρ. This function is semi-algebraic and bounded. If ρ is taken small enough with 0 < ρ < Min(ρ 0 , 1), the function v 1 (r 1 ) is continuous and semialgebraic on 0 < |r 1 | < ρ. Similarly the function v i (r i ), i = 1, · · · , p, is defined taking the supremum of the values of v with r i fixed, and it is continuous semi-algebraic on 0 < |r i | < ρ. We claim that lim r 1 →0 v 1 (r 1 ) = 0. Indeed by (2) of (3.9), for any ǫ > 0, there exists δ > 0 such that for any Q ∈ R n−1 with |r i (Q)| < ρ and 0 < |r 1 (Q)| < δ, one has vol(A ∩ pr
Setting v 1 (0) = 0, the function v 1 (r 1 ) is continuous and semi-algebraic on |r 1 | < ρ. Applying Lojasiewicz's inequality ( [BCR, Corollary 2.6 .7]), there exist positive numbers C, α such that
By the same reasoning, one obtains inequalities (with the same C, α, by taking C larger and α smaller if necessary)
Before stating the next proposition, we introduce some notation. Let µ :R n → R n be a succession of permissible blow-ups. A face of R n = R r ×R n−p is of the form (face of×R p )×R n−p ; similarly on a permissible blow-up of R n . Thus one has a succession of permissible blow-ups µ :R p → R p such thatR n =R p × R n−p and µ is the product ofμ and the identity map on R n−p . Note that in R p or its blow-up, minimal faces are points, which we may call vertices.
where pr 1 , pr 2 on the left are the projection maps as introduced before, and the maps pr 1 , pr 2 on the right are similarly defined projection maps. Also let pr = pr 2 pr 1 :R n →R p .
(3.11) Proposition. Let A be an allowable compact semi-algebraic subset of R p × R n−p with p < n. Then there exist a succession of permissible blow-ups µ :R n → R n and a point (c p+1 , · · · , c n−1 ) ∈ R n−p−1 such that, after the corresponding change of variables, one has the following property:
There is an open set V ofR p containing all the vertices such that, for each i = 1, · · · , p, the induced map
2 (V ) has finite fibers.
Proof. By Theorem (3.7) one can take a succession of permissible blow-ups µ :R n → R n such that µ −1 (A) is almost strictly allowable. Then apply Corollary (3.9.1) to each chart ofR n (which corresponds to a vertex ofR p ). The intersection of the open sets W for the vertices is non-empty, so there exists (c p+1 , · · · , c n−1 ) as asserted.
(3.12) Theorem. Let A be a compact semi-algebraic subset of R p × R n−p (with 0 ≤ p ≤ n) which is allowable, and let ω be a logarithmic n-form. Then the integral A ω absolutely converges.
By compactness of A, it is enough to show the following local version of the theorem:
(3.12.1) Theorem (Under the same assumption as for (3.12) .) For any point P of A, there exists a neighborhood W of P in R n such that the integral A∩W ω is absolutely convergent.
Proof. We prove this by induction on the cardinality p of the set {i | r i (P ) = 0}. If it is zero, the form is smooth in an neighborhood of P , so the assertion is obvious. If p is positive, by translation in the x-coordinates we may assume that P is the origin in R p × R n−p . Note that p < n by allowability.
Take a succession of permissible blow-ups µ as in Proposition (3.11). With this, we claim: (3.12.2) Claim. The integral µ −1 (A) µ * ω is absolutely convergent in a neighborhood of each
Indeed, if Q does not lie over a vertex, the number of codimension one faces ofR n containing Q is less than p, so by induction hypothesis for (3.12.1) we have absolute convergence. Assuming that Q lies over a vertex ofR p , let (r 
n−p−1 ⊂ R n−1 , and taking (3.10) into account, one has
We have only to show that (3.12.2) implies (3.12.1) for A at P = 0. For each
In the rest of this section, we take a monomial u = r m 1 1 · · · r mp p = 1, and for A an allowable semi-algebraic subset of R p × R n−p , consider the set A ∩ {u = t}, where t ∈ R − {0} with |t| small. Since u is not a constant function, this is of dimension ≤ n − 1. For a logarithmic (n − 1)-form ω, we will study the asymptotic behavior of the integral of ω over A ∩ {u = t}.
(3.13) Proposition. Let A be a semi-algebraic set of R n such that its closureĀ is compact and satisfies Condition (F), and assume ρ > 0 is chosen so that the statement of (3.10) holds. Then for any logarithmic (n − 1)-form ω, and any monomial u = r
Proof. For the proof we consider a variant of the function v(A|x n ; (r 1 , · · · , r p ) ) introduced before (3.10). Let pr 1 : R n → R n−1 be the projection as before, and pr 3 : R n−1 → R p−1 be the projection to the coordinates (r 2 , · · · , r p ). For an algebraic set B ⊂ R n , we set v(B |x n ; (r 2 , · · · , r p ) ) = sup
where T ∈ R n−1 varies over the points mapping to (r 2 , · · · , r p ) by the projection pr 3 . If B = A ∩ W ρ ∩ {u = t} we have: (3.13.1) Lemma. Under the same assumption as for (3.13), there exist C, α ′ > 0 such that
for (r 2 , · · · , r p ) with 0 < |r i | < ρ, 2 ≤ i ≤ p, and t ∈ R − {0} with |t| small.
Proof. Note that the set
p ) satisfies u = t and 0 < |r i | < ρ; otherwise it is empty (recall that pr 2 : R n−1 → R p is projection by (r 1 , · · · , r p )). Therefore v(A ∩ W ρ ∩ {u = t}|x n ; (r 2 , · · · , r p ) ) = sup r 1 v(A|x n ; (r 1 , · · · , r p ) ) (supremum taken over r 1 such that u = t and 0 < |r 1 | < ρ)
It is thus enough to show that there exists α ′ > 0 such that
Since the right hand side equals |r 1 |Indeed, if Q does not lie over a vertex, the assertion holds by induction hypothesis for (3.14.1). If Q lies over a vertex ofR p , let (r ′ 1 , · · · , r ′ p ) be the coordinates for the chart at pr(Q). After a change of coordinates, (3.13) is satisfied on V = {|r ′ i | < ρ}. Then the assertion follows from (3.13).
Finally, we derive (3.14.1) from (3.14.2) as in the proof of (3.12).
For reference in Part II, we record a special case.
(3.14.3) Corollary. In particular, taking u = r 1 , we have
Integrals on admissible semi-algebraic sets Let C n be affine n-space over C, with coordinates (z 1 , · · · , z n ). Let H i = {z i = 0}, i = 1, · · · , n, be the coordinate hyperplanes. An intersection of coordinate hyperplanes will be called a face; it is of the form H I = ∩ i∈I H i for a subset I of {1, · · · , n}. The union of the divisors {z i = 1} for i = 1, · · · , n will be denoted by D.
Let (P 1 ) n be the n-fold product of projective line P 1 , with (z 1 , · · · , z n ) affine coordinates. For i = 1, · · · , n and α ∈ {0, ∞}, let H α i = {z i = α} be a prime divisor; by definition a face of (P 1 ) n is the intersection of some of these divisors. Let D be the union of the divisors {z i = 1}, and n = (P 1 ) n − D be the complement of D. There are canonical isomorphisms P 1 −{0} ∼ = C, (1 : z) ↔ z, and P 1 −{∞} ∼ = C, (z : 1) ↔ z. Thus given a sequence (α 1 , · · · , α n ) with α i ∈ {0, ∞}, there is an isomorphism (P 1 − {α i }) ∼ = C n ; we refer to these as the charts of (P 1 ) n . On each chart, the normal crossing divisor H α i restricts to the divisor H i , and the divisor D restricts to D.
(4.1) Definition. Let m be an integer with n ≤ m ≤ 2n. A closed semi-algebraic set A of C n is said to be m-admissible (with respect to {H i }) if for any set H I one has
Similarly, a closed semi-algebraic set A of (P 1 ) n is said to be m-admissible (with respect to {H
If A is an m-admissible closed semi-algebraic set of C n (resp. (P 1 ) n ), then any closed semialgebraic subset of A is also m-admissible. If A is an m-admissible closed semi-algebraic set of
(4.2) Change of variables via the polar coordinates. We will take an m-admissible compact semi-algebraic set A of C n (or (P 1 ) n ) and a logarithmic (n, m − n)-form ω on C n , and study the integral A ω. First assume A is a subset of C n . We will introduce a change of variables as follows. In case n = 1, let
for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, be sectors which cover the complex plane. For simplicity we put C + = S 1 . On the sector S 1 = C + , let r = |z|, τ = y/x for z = x + iy .
Note that if (r, θ) are the polar coordinates for z, then τ = tan θ. The map π : R ≥0 ×[−1, 1] → C which sends (r, τ ) to x + iy with
induces a continuous semi-algebraic map
which is proper surjective and isomorphic outside the origin of the sector. Note that the map by the polar coordinates (r, θ) → (x, y) is not semi-algebraic, but by using τ in place of θ we obtain the semi-algebraic map π. On C + − {0}, we have identities
For S 2 , take τ = −x/y and consider the map π :
Then the same formula for dz/z ∧ dz holds up to a factor of −i. Similarly for S 3 and S 4 , with appropriate choices of τ and π.
In case n ≥ 2, C n is covered by the products of sectors
For each such product of sectors, there is a continuous, proper surjective semi-algebraic map
given as the product of the maps π :
Let m be an integer with n ≤ m ≤ 2n. By definition, an (n, m − n)-form on C n with logarithmic singularities along H i is a linear combination, with coefficients smooth functions on C n , of the forms
with R a subset of cardinality m − n of {1, · · · , n}.
be the product of the maps π :C + → S α i , still denoted by the same letter. It is a continuous, proper surjective semi-algebraic map, which is isomorphic over (S α i − {0}). The map i • π : C n + → C n , where i : S α 1 × · · · × S αn → C n is the inclusion, will also be written π. The pull-back of the form (4.2.a) by π is the sum of the forms (up to a product of ±i)
where (P, Q) varies over the partitions of {1, · · · , n} − R. The function in front of ϕ P,Q,R in the first formula is smooth and bounded. Consider the mapC
obtained as the product of the maps
the identity map .
The target of this map is a subset of R P × R Q × (R × R) R with coordinates (r i ) i∈P , (τ j ) j∈Q and (r k , τ k ) k∈R . Composing with the inclusion we obtain a map
For i ∈ P , let H i = {r i = 0}, and for I ⊂ P ,
For A an m-admissible compact semi-algebraic set of C n , and ω a logarithmic (n, m − n)-form, there exists an open semi-algebraic set U ⊂ A which is a Nash submanifold and dim(A\U) < m, thus A |ω| is defined. We ask if the integral is absolutely convergent. Taking intersections, we may assume that A is contained in S α 1 × · · · × S αn . Let π be the map (4.2.b).
If
is an isomorphism of semi-algebraic sets, it equals to π −1 (A 0 ) |ω|. Decomposing the form ω as above, one is reduced to the absolute convergence of the integral
R defined by the same formula (4.2.c), which has logarithmic singularities along {r i = 0} for i ∈ P . We have ϕ P,Q,R = q * ϕ ′ P,Q,R . Applying 2.5to the set π −1 (A 0 ) and the projection q, we further reduce the question to the absolute convergence of
The last convergence holds true if the closure of qπ
with respect to {r i = 0}, i ∈ P . This will be shown in the next proposition. Next assume that A is compact m-admissible in (P 1 ) n . For a chart C n = (P 1 − {α i }) n , let R i = {|z i | ≤ 1} if α i = ∞ and R i = {|z i | ≥ 1} if α i = 0, and consider the subset of the chart
Then A ′ is compact m-admissible in the chart. Since the integral A ′ |ω| absolutely converges on each chart, the integral A |ω| also absolutely converges.
(4.3) Proposition. Let A be a compact semi-algebraic set of C n which is m-admissible with respect to {H i }. Let π :C n + → C n be a map as (4.2.b), and q :C n + → R m be the map associated with a partition (P, Q, R) of {1, · · · , n} with |P | + |Q| + 2|R| = m. Then the set qπ −1 (A) is a compact semi-algebraic set of R m , which is allowable with respect to H i = {r i = 0}, i ∈ P .
Proof. We begin by introducing auxiliary maps π 1 and q 1 . For simplicity assume that π = π (4.6) Proposition. Let A be a compact semi-algebraic set of C n of dimension ≤ m such that A ∩ (∪H i ) ⊂ D. Let π be a map as (4.2.b). Let P, Q, R be a partition of {1, · · · , n} with |P | + |Q| + 2|R| = m, and q the associated map. Then qπ −1 (A) is allowable with respect to H i = {r i = 0} for i ∈ P ∪ R.
Proof. We may assume A ∩ (∪H i ) ⊂ {z t = 1} for some t. Indeed, for a permutation σ of {1, . . . , n}, let R σ = { |z σ(1) − 1| ≤ |z σ(2) − 1| ≤ · · · |z σ(n) − 1| } .
Then C n is the union of R σ for permutations σ, and D ∩ R σ ⊂ {z σ(1) = 1}. The given A is the union of A ∩ R σ , and one has (A ∩ R σ ) ∩ (∪H i ) ⊂ {z σ(1) = 1}.
For a non-empty subset I of P ∪ R, we evaluate the dimension of qπ −1 (A) ∩ H I . If t ∈ I, the set is empty; thus we will assume t ∈ I. Then qπ −1 (A) ∩ H I ⊂    H I ∩ {r t = 1} if t ∈ P , H I ∩ {τ t = 0} if t ∈ Q , H I ∩ {r t = 1} ∩ {τ t = 0} if t ∈ R , and it follows that dim qπ −1 (A) ∩ H I < dim H I .
(4.7) Theorem. Suppose n ≥ 2 and A is a compact semi-algebraic set of C n which is madmissible with respect to {H i }. For small t > 0, let A t = A ∩ {|z 1 | = t ≥ |z 2 |} , which is a compact semi-algebraic set of dimension ≤ m − 1. Let ω be an (n, m − n − 1)-form on C n with logarithmic singularities. Then the integral At |ω| converges to zero as t → 0. The same holds for an m-admissible compact semi-algebraic set A of (P 1 ) n and a logarithmic (n, m − n)-form ω, taking
where ǫ i ∈ {−1, 1} for i = 1, 2.
Proof. The case A ⊂ (P 1 ) n can be reduced to the affine case by an argument as in (4.2). We will thus assume A ⊂ C n . One may replace A with A ∩ {|z 1 | ≥ |z 2 |}, since the set A t does not change. So we will assume that A is contained in the region {|z 1 | ≥ |z 2 |} and A t = A ∩ {|z 1 | = t}.
For t > 0 small, A t is a semi-algebraic set of dimension ≤ m − 1 and dim(A t ∩ ∪H i ) ≤ m − 2, so the integral vol(A t ; ω) = At |ω| is defined. We will show that there exist C, α > 0 such that for t > 0 small, vol(A t ; ω) ≤ Ct α .
Let A 0 = A − (∪H i ) and A 0 t = A t ∩ A 0 . Arguing as in (4.2), it is enough to show that, for each partition (P, Q, R) of {1, · · · , n} with |P | + |Q| + 2|R| = m − 1, we have an estimate of the form vol(π −1 (A 0 t ); ϕ P,Q,R ) ≤ Ct α .
(4.7.a)
If 1 ∈ P ∪ R, then the form ϕ P,Q,R involves dr 1 , so it restricts to zero on A t and the integral is zero. Thus we may assume 1 ∈ Q. LetQ = Q − {1} andR = R ∪ {1}; then (P,Q,R) is a partition of {1, · · · , n} with |P | + |Q| + 2|R| = m. We have the map Note that qπ −1 (A) ∩ {r 1 = t} = qπ −1 (A t ). Let q : π −1 (A) → R m be the restriction of q; then we have a fiber square
It follows that δ(q : π −1 (A t ) → R m−1 ) is bounded by δ := δ(q : π −1 (A) → R m ). Applying 2.5to q : π −1 (A t ) → R m−1 , we thus obtain vol(π −1 (A t ); ϕ P,Q,R ) ≤ δ · vol(qπ −1 (A t ); ϕ ′ P,Q,R ) . (4.7.c)
The assertion (4.7.a) follows from (4.7.b) and (4.7.c).
The proof of the following theorem is parallel, using (4.6).
(4.8) Theorem. Let A be as in (4.6), and A t := A ∩ {|z 1 | = t}. Then for ω an (n, m − n − 1)-form on C n with logarithmic singularities, the integral At |ω| converges to zero as t → 0. The same holds for a compact semi-algebraic set A of (P 1 ) n of dimension ≤ m such that A ∩ (∪H I ) ⊂ D, and a logarithmic (n, m − n)-form ω, taking
where ǫ ∈ {−1, 1}.
